
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of engineer, systems
engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for engineer, systems engineer

Implementation of solutions to meet Bank needs
Design, development and problem resolution of new and existing powertrain,
driveline, and chassis products
Develop user and operational requirements and advise project teams
concerning design, engineering, sourcing, fabrication/assembly, installation,
testing, maintenance and upgrading of field equipment
Coordinate external providers of equipment and services for the entire APAC
region, and work with external suppliers and the purchasing department to
ensure that parts and supplies are in stock and available for installation and
replacement
Install prototype equipment, repair/replace parts, diagnose technical
problems, identify equipment and cabling problems, and isolate electrical and
mechanical problems causing failures, and provide testing documentation for
the entire APAC region
Set-up and maintain bench testing and diagnostic instances of field
equipment to facilitate trouble shooting in TW and share with APAC team to
assist in troubleshooting
Work with other departments to ensure smooth repair, enhancement, and
deployment of systems with minimal impact on day-to-day operations in
accordance with uptime requirements for the entire APAC region
Provide training on systems to the APAC team (train the trainer) or to users

Example of Engineer, Systems Engineer Job
Description
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Provide second and third level helpdesk support when users encounter
problems and monitor responses from other team members within the APAC
region

Qualifications for engineer, systems engineer

Knowledge of networking/VLAN
Designing and implementing and testing Windows Group Policies and login
scripts
XenApp and Citrix Access Gateway expertise
On-Call/after-hours support of the Enterprise environment
Position requires an in-depth understanding of LAN components, including
servers, workstations, and access methods, and protocols
Experience with databases preferred (supporting, rebuilding, upgrading,
troubleshooting)


